
Dabbing Christmas Greetings

Supplies:
Pinturas – white, light green, green, cinnamon, brown and colors of your choice for the ornaments
Red tinta
Gold glitter glue
Dabbing brushes
Extra large, large, small and micro ball tools
Pergamano Multi-grid #20
PCA Large and Micro Sun tools
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Directions:
If using Multi-grid #20, emboss and perforate around the 4th oval border; if you don't have the multi-
grid, I gave you the inside and outside ovals in the pattern, why not try dabbing the border!

Tracing:
Trace the greeting in red tinta ink, or, if you desire, trace in white pencil.

Painting:
• Start with a #6 dabbing brush and white pintura. Load your brush, tap off the excess paint on 

your pallet or tile. Fill in the tree and the trunk of the tree. Let paint dry!
• Using the #4 dabbing brush, load your brush with cinnamon. Dab over the white on the trunk of 

the tree (add some cinnamon all the way to the top of the tree lightly). Add some light branches 
from the trunk outwards. Let paint dry!

• Load the #4 brush with light green and fill in the tree, starting at the trunk outwards in a 
sweeping arc. Let paint dry!

• Load the #2 brush with green and start shading the branches, again in a sweeping arc from the 
trunk outwards. Let the paint dry!

• Load the #4 brush with brown, and shade the trunk showing below the tree. Let the paint dry!
• Add a drop of gold glitter glue to the top of the tree. Using a toothpick, the point of a skewer, 

scriber, needle (anything with a  sharp point) pull out some of the glitter glue so you have a star 
at the top of your tree.

• Using various colors of pintura and your large and extra large ball tools, dip-dot ornaments on 
your tree. Let paint dry!

Embossing:
• Using the extra large and large ball tools, lightly emboss the tree to give it definition. 
• Using the small embossing tool emboss your dip-dots.
• Emboss the greeting

Finishing:
Perforate around the oval and cut out.
Attach with invisible thread and a sewing needle (sharp) to cardstock of your choice. I used a dark gold 
shimmer card stock layered onto a green shimmer card stock.
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